Improve your life: Attend more ALPS Meets

An

Regional

License Plate Club Meet

St Matthew United Methodist Church

2540 W Baseline Road
(See map on the back of this page)

Meet runs from 8:00 to 2:00 pm
Please do not arrive before 7:30.

Registration fee for all attendees is $10.00

Display Theme:

Retro
Designs
Awards presented for
1st, 2nd, and 3rd place.

The church is a new site hosted by Kevin Allen. Like with most of
our new sites, we don’t always have a good idea how many tables
we will have available. If you are able to bring some to help, we
certainly appreciate it. If we run out, we will start to ‘reallocate’
tables from those that use a large number of tables.
Site is indoors and air conditioned. The parking is in the main lot
on the backside of the Church from Baseline. Turn on El Dorado
then left on Javelina. Watch for the ALPS signs.

Please RSVP by Wed 9/19 to Dean at 520.733.3391
or email Clark at alpsclub@cox.net. Please indicate
how many people will attend, Thanks!

Awards determined by
popular vote of all
attendees.
Retro Designs are
either:
1) Recent license plates
that use design
elements of past
classic designs

2) Past classic graphic

plates or designs
that have not been
used in a long time

Find the Interchange of Loop 101 and US 60 Superstition Freeway at the Mesa/Tempe border.





MAP TO

MESA

If Southbound on Loop 101 – Exit 54 Baseline Road and turn left on Baseline
If Northbound on Loop 101 – Exit 55C Baseline Road and turn right on Baseline.
If Eastbound on US 60 - Exit 177 Dobson Road and turn right on Dobson, then right on Baseline
If Westbound on US 60 – Exit 177 Dobson Road and turn left on Dobson (over the freeway), then right on Baseline

St Matthew United Methodist Church is on the corner of El Dorado and Baseline. Park in the back lot or along the street.

TRAFFIC TIP:
Loop 101’s Baseline exit
is also the exit for
Southern Avenue.
Sometimes this
confuses southbound
drivers as they think
there is a separate exit
for Baseline when they
actually need to exit at
Southern and drive
south another mile on
Price Rd where they’ll
turn left onto Baseline.

